Introduction.
Let A be a simple associative ring with an involution defined on it; that is, a mapping of A onto A, defined by a->a*, with the following properties:
(i) (a*)* = a; (ii) (a+b)* = a*+b*; (iii) (ab)* = b*a*.
Recently I. N. Herstein [4] has investigated 5= {x£zA \ x*=x} and K= {k(E:A\k* = -k}, the sets of symmetric and skew symmetric elements respectively.
The set K has the property that if k and I are in K, then kl -lk is again in K. Thus, K is a Lie subring of A under the Lie multiplication [x, y] = xy-yx defined for all x, yG.A. An additive subgroup Uoi K is said to be a Lie ideal of K if, in addition, uk -kuE: U for all w£ U and k^K.
Of particular interest is the Lie ideal [K, K] , the additive subgroup generated by all elements of form kl -lk, k and I in K. Herstein [4, Theorem 26] has shown the Lie structure of K to be as follows: Theorem 1. Let A be a simple ring of characteristic 9^2, with an involution and suppose that either Z =(0), or that A is more than Id-dimensional over Z, its center; if K is the set of skew elements of A then every Lie ideal, U, of K must satisfy
(1) either UQZ or (2) UD[K, K).
In this paper we investigate the Lie structure of [K, K] , The main result states that if A is as above, then [K, K] modulo its intersection with Z is a simple Lie ring.
To prove this result we shall make use of the following lemmas: Lemma 1. Let A be a simple ring of characteristic not 2. Suppose that t<E:A is such that t(ta -at) = (ta -at)t for all a El A, then t^Z.
The proof of this lemma is given in Herstein [4, p. 641 ].
Lemma 2. Let A be a simple ring, and (i) if z^OESr\Z, then zK = K, (ii) if Z9^QGKC\Z, then zK = S.
The proof of this lemma is a trivial consequence of (z*)_1 = (z-1)*. In order to simplify the stating of theorems, from this point on we shall assume that A is a simple associative ring, of characteristic t±2, whose center Z= (0), or whose dimension over Z is greater than 16, unless otherwise indicated.
Definition. By U= U" we mean the subring generated by the elements of U.
It has been proven that if A is as above then K = S=A, cf. [4, Theorems 9 and 15] . Using this we are able to prove the following lemma. Hence, kl' =Vk for all I'EK. However, K = A. Thus, kEZ. Since this is true for all k EK, then KQZ. Now on the one hand if K = (0) then A = S and since [S, S] EK= (0) we have that A is commutative, a contradiction. On the other hand, if K^(0) then let \^0EKC\Z. Then \S = K and since Z is a field, X-1 exists and therefore ~K~1(\S)=SQZ. Hence, since A=S+K then A <Z.Z, a contradiction.
Definition. The Lie product of A effected by an element aEA will be denoted by Pa(x); that is, Da(x)=ax -xa. We further define for all »2sl, Df(x) =Da(Df-X)(x)) and D*\x) =Da(x). (ii) Suppose there exists u'(E.U such that au'(E.U for all a^A. Let &GP, then Db(au')£U by the above. That is, b(au') -(au')b^U and since bau'(E U by hypothesis then au'b £ U. Suppose for any n -1 elements of B, au'bi ■ ■ ■ &"_i££7, and let 6"£P. Then bn(au'bi ■ ■ ■ bn-i) -(au'bi ■ ■ ■ bn-\)bn £ U. However, since by assumption bnau'b\ ■ • ■ &"-i£i7 then au'bi ■ ■ ■ bn £77; that is, Au'BCZU. Thus, since B=A we have Au'AdU. But, since A is simple, then either Au'A = (0) in which case u' = 0, or Au'A -A in which case A = U.
Theorem 2. Let U be a Lie ideal of K; then either (i) U = A or (ii) uH = vu2 for all u, vElU.
Proof. If sES, uE U, then (I) u2s -sui = u(us+su) -(us-\-su)uE U since us-\-suEK.
UkEK, uEU then (II) ulk -kul = u(uk -ku)-\-(uk -ku)uEU since uk -kuEU. Since A = S-YK, then combining (I) and (II) we have for all aEA u2a -au2 (E U. If wG.U, then (aw)u2 -u2(aw)=a(wu2 -u2w)-\-(au2 -u2a)w. The left side is in U and (au2 -u2a)w is also in U since au2 -u2a and w are in U; thus, for all aEA, w(EU, and w£ t/, a(wu2 -u2w) ElU . That is, A(wu2 -u2w) C £/.
By Lemma 4(h), since iC=^4, either U = A or wu2-w2a/ = 0. In particular, choosing a/£ £/ we have either A = U or u2v = vu2 for all u, »£ £/.
The subring [iC, j£] . We are now in a position to investigate the subring [K, K] . In the proof of the theorems concerning the Lie ideals of K, one of the main results used is that K = A. Thus, one sees the necessity of proving a similar result for [K, R~]~ if one is to investigate the Lie simplicity of [K, K] .
In order to show that [K, K~]~~=A, it is necessary to consider two distinct cases; namely:
(i) \*=A, for all A£Z; in which case the involution is said to be of the first kind.
(ii) X*= -X, for some A^0£Z; in which case the involution is said to be of the second kind.
In the case of involution of the second kind, we make use of the following theorem which was proven by Herstein [4] . We give here a new proof. [5] ) and, being simple, it must be finite dimensional over Z. For this particular identity it is known that A is at most 4-dimensional over Z (Kaplansky [5] ). This is a contradiction since A is more than 16-dimensional over Z. So suppose that Z?^(0) and u2^0 for some m£ [PJ, P] . At this point it is necessary to consider the types of involution separately.
If, on the one hand, the involution is of the second kind then, by Theorem 
The claim is that WC\ [K,K\ = (0), for suppose that there exists a^OE [K, K~] such that [a, [K, P]] = (0). Now, a = aw+pV + 5(wz> -vu) where a, ft and 5 are in Z and not all zero. Now, au = ua implies that ftvu-\-h(uv -vu)u = ftuv + 5w (uv -vu) . Collecting together, we have
Since uv= -vu and u2EZ, this latter reduces to ft(vu -uv) = 48u2v.
Since v and uv -vu are linearly independent over Z and u2t±0EZ, this last equation is possible if, and only if, ft = 8 = 0. Thus, a=au. Since a£Z7, then av = va; that is, a(uv -vu) =0 and thus a = 0, which is a contradiction to 
(iii) Let tETEK and sES. Then ts+stEK and so t2s-st2 = t(ts + st)
-(ts+st)tEU. We now have the necessary tools to attack the problem of the simplicity of [K, K\. We first prove some general theorems about Lie ideals of [K, K] . After this, however, it will be necessary to divide the argument into two cases; namely, involutions of the first and second kind respectively. Lemma 7. 7/ U is a Lie ideal of [K, K~] such that u2 = 0 for all uE U, then U=(0).
Proof. Since w2 = 0 for all uEU, then (u+v) 2-u2-v2 = 0 for all u, vEU.
That is, uv-\-vu = 0. Since uv -vuE U, we have 2uvE U for all u, vE U. Thus, (I) 2(uv)w-\-w(2uv) =0 for all u, v, wE U. Also, vw-\-wv = 0 and therefore 2uvw-\-2uwv = 0. Hence, (II) 2uvw -2wuv = 0. Adding (I) and (II) we have 4uvw = 0, and therefore uvw = 0 since the characteristic 5^2. That is, uvU=(0) and thus, by Lemma 5, uv = 0. Therefore, uU=(0) and hence u = 0 for all uEU. This completes the proof.
Lemma 8. Let U be a proper Lie ideal of [K, K~] such that u2EZ?^ (0) for all uEU; then UEZ.
Proof. Let uE U, kEK; then u(uk -ku) -(uk -ku)uE U and since u2EZ, then 2u(uk -ku)EU. However, since 2K = K then u(uk'-k'u)E U for all uEU, k'EK. Setting k'=uk -ku it then follows, by the above, that u2(uk"-k"u) E U for all k"EK.
Since u2EZ, then u(u2k) -(u2k)uE U for all uEU, kEK. Now, if mVO and therefore v2 = 0 which is contrary to hypothesis. Since, w2(wk -kw)EU for all wEU, kEK, then in particular:
5^0£Z then (u+v)2K = K and therefore,
That is, Whence, t(tu-ui)tu -ut(tu -ut)lEZ. Since tu -utEZ, we have that (tu -ut)(t2u -ut2)EZ.
However, since tu -utEZ then t2u -ut2 = 2t(tu -ut) and therefore, 2t(tu -ut)2EZ. Fix tET, then either tu -ut = 0 for all uE U or there exists UoE c7such that tu0 -u0t?±OEZ. On the one hand, if tuo -Uot^OEZ, then (tuo -Uot)2 has an inverse and since 2t(tut> -u^YEZ, then tEZ would follow. On the other hand, if tu -ut = Q for all uEU, then by the argument of the previous paragraph it follows that t2EZ. Thus, in either case, t2EZ for all tET and, as before, [U, U]EZ.
Involution of the second kind. We are now in a position to prove our main result in the case where the involution is of the second kind.
Lemma 12. If A has an involution of the second kind, and U is a Lie ideal of [K, K] That is, u4a-au4 -2u(u2a-au2)u = 0 for all a£^l. Therefore, u^AEAu.
Multiply on the left by A and we have AuAA EA2u = Au. Hence, since A is simple, either w4 = 0 or A =Au. On the one hand, if w45^0 then by a similar argument A-uA. Suppose Au -uA=A; then there exists a unit element pEA and u has an inverse. On the other hand, w4 = 0 implies by (VI) that 2u(u2a -au2)u = 0 and, multiplying on the left by u2 and using the fact that the characteristic is not 2, we have u3au3 = 0 for all aEA; that is, u3A is a nilpotent right ideal, which is impossible in a simple ring unless u3A = (0) and so u3 = 0. 2 = 3uv and, since (u-\-v) 2 has an inverse, it follows that u has an inverse, which is a contradiction.
Thus, (u-\-v)z = 0.
Let tEN be such that t3 = 0 and /V0. The claim is that tk-ktEN for all kE [K, A] . Since tk -kt commutes with /, then t2k -kt2 = 2t(tk -kt). Hence t3k-kt3 = 3t2 (tk-kt). Therefore, 0 = 3t2(tk-kt) since t3 = 0. If tk-kt is not nilpotent, it has an inverse which would mean <2 = 0 contrary to hypothesis. This result leads to the following interesting theorem regarding the relationship between the individual elements of S and those of P.
Theorem 9. Let A be a simple ring, of characteristic not 2, with Z= (0) or of dimension greater than 16 over Z, and with an involution defined on it; then every symmetric element can be written as a finite sum of squares of skew elements with coefficients + 1.
Proof. Since S = K o K, then every element of S can be written as a finite sum of elements of the form {kl+kl} where k and Z£P. But kl+lk = (k+l)2 -k2 -l2. Since k and /£P and since P is an additive subgroup, then k-Y-lEK. Hence, our contention is verified.
Corollary.
If K is finite dimensional, then so is A.
Proof. If P is of dimension n, then if ki, k2, • • • , kn is a basis of K, {kikj+kjki} spans S, so ki ■ • • , kn, kikjA-kjki span4. Hence, 4 is at most of dimension k+m2.
Theorem
10. Let A be a simple ring, of characteristic not 2, with Z= (0) or of dimension greater than 16 over Z, and with an involution defined on it; then SoK -K; that is, the additive subgroup generated by all elements of form sk+ks, sES, kEK is K.
Proof. We first claim that SoPD [P, K] . Let sES, ku k2EK; then (ski + kis) k2 -k2 (ski + kis) = {s (k\k2 -k2ki) + (kik2 -k2h) 5} + {k\ (sk2 -k2s) -\-(sk2 -k2s)k\]. The first { } is in S o P since kik2 -k2ki £P, and the second { } is in So P since sk2 -k2sES. Therefore, [So P, P]CSo P. Hence, by Since A is simple, A2 = A and thus A CS+S o P. However, since SHP = (0), then S o P = P.
